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1. Introduction. It has been shown by Wilkins [2] and Grosswald

[l] that the double integral of a continuous function F(x, y) over a

circular region centered at the origin is the limit of a related integral

along the spiral 6=ar as a—»». This result is generalized in several

directions in the present paper.

The authors were led to this study by way of certain special cases

arising in connection with the design of an analog computer at Sandia

Corporation. This device among other things approximates the prob-

ability mass

(1.1) — f f exp ( - r2/2)rdrde,

for a wide variety of regions R, by scanning R along arcs of a related

spiral.

2. A general limit theorem. Let R be a bounded, measurable subset

of the plane. Let/(r, 0), g(r, 0), and A(r) be functions with the follow-

ing properties:

(2.1) f(r, 0) is continuous on the closure R of R, and periodic in 0

of period 2w.

(2.2) A(r) is positive, almost everywhere on [0, a], and is summable

on [0, a], where a is the radius of a circle, centered at the origin, con-

taining R in its interior.

It is convenient to the exposition to set/(r, 6)=0, (r, 0)£f.R, and

h(r) = l, r>a.

(2.3) g(r, 6)=h(r)f(r, 0), and hence is of period 2ir in 0. It follows

that |g| is dominated on R by a function summable over R and

hence that g is summable over R.

We consider the integral

-iff«'-(2.4) / = ̂ JJ  ^r'e)drdd'

subject to conditions (2.1) to (2.3).

For a>0, let Ta denote the spiral
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(2.5) 0 = a I    h(u)du,
J o

and define a sequence {r<} by the equation

(2.6) 2iir = a i     h(u)du, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
J o

The set of points (r, 0) satisfying inequalities r,-^r^r¿+i will be de-

noted by S{. Let C< denote any of the class of arcs in 5, on each of

which r is nondecreasing in 0 (O^05j27r). Let

(2.7) £>,+ =-sup   f      f(r,6)dd,    and    Qt = inf   j        f(r, 6)dd.
c,   J c¡nn c¡   J CíHr

For each r>0, let ET denote the set of 0-values corresponding to all

points (r, 0) in R. As a consequence of (2.3) and Fubini's theorem, we

have

(2.8) I = — f   h(r)dr f  f(r, 6)d6.
2tJo J e.

Our approximating line integral is

(2.9) /* m - f       /(r, B)dB =  f       g(r, ß)dr.
a  J TaflÄ J TaftR

Let

1  rr<+l r
(2.10) /< = — I        A(r)dr I    f(r, 8)dB,

2-K J r,. J Br

and

(2.11) /,* = — f f(r,d)dd=f g(r,d)dr.

Clearly

oo m—1 oo m.—1

(2.12) J«£/<«Z'<    and    /* = Z tf = Z /<*
oo oo

where m=m(a) is the largest integer such that rm^a. We consider

only values of a such that R is in the circle of radius rm centered at

the origin. It follows from definitions (2.7) and (2.11) that

QT = «If = Qt.
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We see from (2.6) and (2.10) that I i satisfies these same inequalities

and hence that

(2.13) h - I? | = - (Qt - Qt).

It then follows from (2.12) that

(2.14) / - /* I á - Z (Qt - Qt).

Given €>0 and i, a positive integer or zero, definitions (2.7) imply

the existence of functions \,(0) and Pi(B), each bounded by r¿ and ri+l

and monotone nondecreasing on [0, 27r], such that

(2.15)

and

(2.16)

in which

Qt - f 'flue), e]4>i(6)de
J o

Qt - f  fWfi), e]h(e)dd
J 0

<e,

<i,

4>i(0) = 1 if [\i(8), 0] e R

= 0 otherwise,

and similarly for ^¿(0). It follows that

(2.17) Qt -QT <2e + /> ir A(0)d0,
o

where A» |/[Xi(fl), flfo.-(0) -/[m,(0), 6]U8) \ ■
For fixed i, let Si denote the set of 0-values for which either (r, 0)

£.R for each r on [r,-, r,-+i], or (r, 0)£i? for each r on [r„ ri+1]. Thus,

for 0Gi.-, either both (X,(0), 0) and (p,(0), 0) are in R, or neither is.

Let s¡ be the complementary set, [0, 27r]—s,. It follows from (2.1)

and from (2.2) and (2.6), which imply that (r,-+i — r/)—»0 uniformly

with respect to i as a—> <», that there exists a positive number A such

that

(2.18) A < «, for 0 G Si, if a > A, independently of i.

Let M be a bound on \f(r, 0)| for (r, 0) ER. Then

(2.19) A g 2M for arbitrary 0, i.
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It follows from (2.6), (2.13), (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) that, for a>A,

| Ii - It | < f— + — \    Add + — f   Add 1 •  f       h(r)dr,
Lit       2irJti 2ir J,,.»       J    J ri

and hence that

, /l        \  f'« 2M
(2.20) | h - I* I < í Í — + 1 j J        h(r)dr +-m(si'),

where m(s¡) denotes the measure of the set sí. The bounded set R

is inside the circle of radius a with center at the origin. It follows from

(2.12) and (2.20) that

,      r" 2M^
(2.21) |/-/*|^2e|    h(r)dr +-£«(*').

J o a

Corresponding to each partition P: 0=r0<ri<r2< • • • <rn = a of

[0, a] is a sum Zw(5/)- We now impose upon R the condition that

(2.22) sup 2~2m(si) < °°-
p

The following theorem is then a consequence of (2.21).

Theorem 2.1. If R is a bounded measurable set with property (2.22),

¿Aere I = lim I* as a—*».

It is clear from the definition of the sets s,- that if no point of the

boundary of R is in Si and on a given ray from the origin, then the

0-value corresponding to that ray belongs to s,-. Thus si is contained

in the set of 0-values subtended at the origin by the part of the

boundary of R in 5,-. It is then clear that if R is a region on the

boundary of which 0 is of bounded variation, then R satisfies condi-

tion (2.22). In particular, if the boundary of the region R is rectifiable,

and if the origin is not on the boundary (from which it follows that

0 is of bounded variation), then R has property (2.22).

If the origin O is on the rectifiable boundary, C, of R, and if an arc

of C containing 0 in its interior is a straight line, then also it is clear

that 0 is of bounded variation. Suppose then that C is rectifiable,

that O is on C, and that no arc of C containing O is rectilinear. To

each positive number e corresponds a positive number 5 such that

all points at distance less than 5 along C from 0 lie in a circle of center

0 and radius e. Choose two such points, Pi and P2, on opposite sides

of 0 and not on the same straight line with 0; form the boundary of a

region R' bounded by the rectifiable curve C which is C, with the

arc PiP2 replaced by the straight line PiP2. Since 0 is not on the
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boundary of R', Theorem 2.1 applies to R'. From (2.1)-(2.3), (2.8),

and (2.9), it is clear that the integrals / and I* corresponding to

regions contained in a circle of radius e are arbitrarily small for suffi-

ciently small e. It follows that lim«..,, I* = I lor R, since R — R' lies

in the circle with center 0 and radius e. We have then the following

corollary of Theorem 2.1:

If R is bounded by a finite set of rectifiable simple closed curves, then

7 = lim I* as a—>oo, irrespective of the choice of origin.

3. Integrands in which variables are separable. We now consider

the special case in which / is independent of r. We retain hypotheses

(2.1) to (2.3) and assume further that/(0)^O.

A region bounded by two rays from the origin and an arc with polar

equation r = F(0), F(6) continuous and single-valued, will be called a

wedge. If F(0) and G(0) are both continuous and single-valued with

0 ^ F(0) ^ G(0), the region bounded by two rays from the origin and

by arcs with respective equations r = F(0) and r = G(6) will be called a

truncated wedge. If F(0)=O, the truncated wedge becomes a wedge.

The two bounding segments of rays are sides of a wedge or truncated

wedge, and the angle between 0 and 27r subtended by the boundary

is the angle of the wedge or truncated wedge. The point of intersec-

tion of the sides is the vertex.

Lemma 3.1. If R is a wedge of angle <p with sides 0 = 0i, and d=6x+d>,

and if k is any positive integer or zero, then

k n Í1+*

Z (Qt -Qt)Ú\       f(6)d9.
o J ex

Proof. It follows from definition (2.7), the definition of the sets Er,

and the single-valuedness of F(0), that

(3.1) Qt=  f      f(0)d$,    and    Qt =  f  f(B)dd.
J Bi+l J E¡

Here and elsewhere in this section £,• means Er, r = rt.

The set Er for a wedge is monotone nonincreasing in r since F(0)

is single-valued. Thus Er has a limit as r—>0. This limit defines E0

appearing in the second integral (3.1) when i = 0. We find by addition

that

Z (Qt - Qt) = Qo+ - Qk+i = f f(d)dd - f    J(e)de.
0 J E„ J Ek+l

The first term on the right does not exceed the right member of the
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relation we wish to prove. Hence the lemma is true as stated.

Lemma 3.2. // R is a truncated wedge of angle <p, with sides 0 = 0i,

and Q=6i+<p, if there exists a number r* such that F(0) ^r* aG(0), and

if A is any positive integer or zero, then

k p »i+o>

Z (Qt - Qt) = 2        f(d)de.
0 J »i

Proof. Let j denote the largest non-negative integer such that

ry^r*. The set Er is monotone nondecreasing in r for O^r^r"* but

monotone nonincreasing for r>r*. It follows that

QT =  f  f(B)dd, i < j,
J Ei

= min { f /(0)d0,    f     f(8)dd\ , i=j,
\J Ei J Ei+1 )

=  f     MdB, i > j,
J Eij.,^¡+1

while

* < j,

* = 3,

i > j.

Qt=  f     f(B)dB,
J Ei+l

=  f   f(6)dß,
J E-

=  f f(9)dd,
J Ei

If Qj has the first alternative value, we find that

Z (Qt - Qt) = f   + f     - f  - f    MdB,    k > j,
,,    -, » J Er'        J Ej+l J En        J Et+i

= f    - f f(B)de, k z /.
J Ek + 1        J E„

None of the integrals fEr; /b,+i. fEk+J(0)d$ exceeds

/> »i+*
f(e)d&.

»i

The lemma follows in this case from (3.2), and the assumption that
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/èO. If Qt has the second value, the only change is to replace sub-

script j+1 by/ in the second integral of (3.2).

Lemma 3.3. The interior of every truncated wedge W is the union of a

countable set of nonoverlapping truncated wedges corresponding to each

of which is a number r* with the property stated in the preceding lemma.

Moreover, the sum of the angles of these truncated wedges does not exceed

the angle of W.

Proof. If F(0)=G(0), or if the angle of W is zero, there are no

interior points, and the lemma is vacuously true. Suppose next that

there is an interior point. Through each interior point (r, 0) of W pass

circular arcs of radius r, all points of which are interior to W. Rays

from the origin through the ends of such an arc bound, with r = F(0)

and r = 67(0) (the bounding arcs of IF), a truncated wedge w contained

in W. Let I denote the open 0-interval subtended by the interior of w.

Consider the class {/} of all such /. By the Lindelof Covering

Theorem, there exists a countable subset of {/}, which we denote by

(3.4) h, h, h, ■ ■ ■ ,

which covers the open set of 0-values corresponding to interior points

of W. By subtracting the union of preceding intervals from each

interval /„, we obtain a countable set of nonoverlapping intervals.

The union of the corresponding truncated wedges is the interior of W.

It is clear that the sum of their angles is not greater than the angle

of W (it may be less; e.g., if F=G on an interval).

One can show by examples that "countable" cannot be replaced

by "finite" in this lemma.

A decomposition of a region R into wedges, or into truncated

wedges, will be called simple ii no two have corresponding 0-intervals

with common interior points. It follows that the sum of the angles of

the wedges (truncated wedges) of such a decomposition is not greater

than 2ît. From Lemmas 3.1 to 3.3, relation (2.14), and the observa-

tion that both / and /* are (finitely) additive with respect to disjoint

regions R, we have the following theorems:

Theorem 3.1. If R admits a simple decomposition into a countable

set of wedges with vertices at the origin, then

\i-i*\tk-C'f(e)de.
a J a

Theorem 3.2. If R admits a simple decomposition into a countable

set of truncated wedges with vertices at the origin, then
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|/-/*| ^~f2Tf(6)dd.
a J a

We have remarked that a wedge is a truncated wedge. Hence

Theorem 3.2 applies to mixed decompositions in which some of the

truncated wedges reduce to wedges.

We have been considering functions / which are not only inde-

pendent of r, but are also non-negative. Dropping this restriction,

we have the theorem :

Theorem 3.3. If R admits a simple decomposition into a countable

set of wedges with vertices at the origin, on each of which f($) is of con-

stant sign, then

\i-i*\^-(2T\f(e)\de.
a J o

The corresponding generalization of Theorem 3.2 is also immediate.

Theorem 3.3 is applicable, for example, to a double integral of a

power function xmy", when it is transformed into polar coordinates.

It follows from any of the preceding theorems that J=lim I* as

a—» », as has been shown under more general hypotheses in Theorem

2.1.

Theorem 3.4. Let Rbea circular disc of radius b <a. Let the param-

eter a of (2.6) be such that the point (b, di) is on the spiral Ta. A neces-

sary and sufficient condition in order that I = I*, without passage to the

limit, is that

i rH i r,T
- I   MM = -       MdB.
01«/ 0 ¿T J 0

In particular, 1=1* if the spiral makes an integral number of turns in

R.

Proof. Let A be the largest integer such that rk<b. Then from

(2.10) and (2.11), we have

1   /*2'
/, = /,* = -      MW

2ir J o

since, by (2.6),

1   rri+i
- h(r)dr = - •
¿IT J r< a

h(r)dr, for 0 g i < A,
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Also

while

By (2.5),

while

Hence

I - I*

The conclusion of the theorem is immediate.
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- f  Tf(9)dB f   h(r)dr,
¿IT J 0 J tí

i  r2r

h
' 0

1     /» »1 f rt+1

Ik* = 7- l     /(*)<# h(')dr-
2t J o J tí

rh 0i
j    h(r)dr = — ;

J ri a

1   rrk+1 1

I        h(r)dr = —
2tt-

0i    C2t 1   C'1

Ik-Ik* = —-\     f(6)d8-f(8)dB.
2ra Jo a J o


